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J'To-;;.-lt NrW 5 1971 

HEMORANDUM 

TO: The Commission 
_i 

FROM: The Division of oi..8't', on Finance 

SUBJECT: Suggested alternative courses of action for dealing with a 
specific development relating to shareholder proposals. (See 
the preliminary stateme~t for a description of this development). 

Recommendation: The Commission should deal '-lith the development by: 
1) promulgating a rule limiting to three the number 

of proposals that any person or group may sub
mit to anyone company; and 

2) stating in a Release that there is an implicit 
requirement in Rule 14a-8 that proposals be sub
mitted in good faith (i.e., with the intentIon 
that they will be presented at the corporate 
meeting) • 

I 

Preli.minary Statement 

Pursuant to the Commission's direction on October 27, 1971, the Divi-

sion is submitting this memorandum in order to set forth various alternative 

courses of action available to the Commission for dealing with the 

situation" in which a person purchases one share of stock in a relatively 

large number of companies, submits numerous proposals for inclusion in the 

proxy materials of these companies, but does not appear at the respective 

shareholder meetings to present the proposals so that they may be voted 

upon. 

For the Commission's information in regard to the above-described 

oituation, the Division has attached the following: 1) samples of ~~are-
~-- -/6)...-',3;> 

holder proposals submitted by a person (viz., Mr. Rodney B. Shields) wh 

engaged in the type of activity mentioned above during the past proxy season; 

2) a summary of certain information obtained by the staff from the companies 
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involved in that siutation; and 3) a recent letter on the matter from the 

shareholder-proponent involved. 

II 

Alternative Courses of Action 

The development whereby an individual submits multiple proposals to 

8 relatively large number of companies by buying one share of stock in 

each is a recent one, and 'the Division. has no evidence at this time as to 

8 trend in this regard. The attachments indicate that one such person 

(viz., Mr. Rodney B. Shields) submitted 189 proposals to 29 companies 

during the past proxy season but personally appeared at the meeting of 

only one such company to present his proposals. The following courses 

of action are available to the 'Commission to deal with this situation: 

1) It may promulgate a rule, as previously suggested by the Division, 

limiting to three the number of proposals that any person or group may 

submit to anyone company; 

2) It may issue a statement in a Release that the person who submits 

proposals to a company for shareholder action must be acting in good faith 

when he represents, in accordance with Rule l4a-8(a), that he intends to 

present the proposals at the meeting of shareholders; 

3) It may make a determination that the subject development is an 

abuse of the existing rules and direct the staff to issue no-action letters 

to those companies which object to including this person's proposals in 

their proxy materials; or 

4) It may promulgate a rule establishing any or all of the following 

8S minimum requirements for submitting shareholder proposals: 
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(a) a minimum holding period for one's securities (~., 

. one year); 

(b) a minimum dollar investment interest in the company (~., 

voting securities having a market value of $500); or 

(c) a minimum percentage investment interest in the company 

(~., securities representing one-half of one percent of the total 

voting securities). 

III 

Discussion 

The Division believes that by adopting the courses of action suggested 

in Items 1 and 2 above, the Commission will be able to deal effectively 

with the situation presented by this one person, without running the risk 

inherent in alternatives 4(a), (b) and (c) of unduly restricting the rights 

of all shareholders who seek to submit proposals. That is, by promulgating 

a rule limiting to three the maximum number of proposals which a person 

could submit to one company, the Commission would prevent this person,.:as 

well as all others who are so inclined, from submitting an unreasonable 

number of proposals to an issuer. And, by stattng in a Release the "good 

faith" standard which the Division considers to be implicit in the share

holder proposaL-rule, the Commission would put all persons, inc luding 

Mr. Shields, on notice that a failure to exercise such good faith will 

provide a basis for omitting all of their proposals. 

If the Commission should desire to take action in addition to that 

recommended,by the Division, it may also adopt alternative 3 suggested 

above, with the result that the staff woul~ be authorized to issue no-action 
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letters to each of the companies who receive proposals from Mr. Shields. 

The basis for th,e issuance of the letters would be that he has been engag

ing in an activity that represents a general abuse of the shareholder 

proposal rule. ,In addition, the Division could state, where applicable, 

that Mr. Shields has failed to demonstrate good faith in submitting pro

posals in the past to the particular company, and therefore that company 

may omit his proposals. 

The Division strongly recommends that the Commission not adopt at 

this time any of the alternatives set forth in Item 4 above. We dOJ).Pt 

believe that any of them are necessary in order to deal effectively with 

this single development. But.beyond that, it is the Division's opinion 

that the var10us alternatives in Item 4 each have negative features which 

militate against their adoption in rule form at this time. That is, they 

would have such a limiting effect on the right of all shareholders in 

general to submit proposals that none of them should be adopted unless 

they are absolutely necessary to combat a trend qf abuse. Since no such 

trend has evidenced itself, the Division does not believe any of these 

alternatives should be adopted at this time. 

As an example of the limiting effect these alternatives could have, 

the Division notes that both of the minimum investment requirements (i.e., 

minimum dollar or minimum percentage of voting stock) would necessarily 

deprive certain small security holders of the right to submit proposals. 

Theoretically, the small security holder is just as c.apable of formulating 

a worthwhile proposal as a large security holder, and, perhaps for that 

reason, the Commission has never deemed it appropriate to establish a 

minimum investment requirement. Moreover, it ia questionable whether all 
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small security holders should be prevented from submitting proposals solely 

because of the activities of one such shareholder. 

As for the minimum holding period requirement, it is the Division's 

opinion that such a requirement would not effectively prevent a person 

such as Mr. Shields from continuing to abuse the right to submit proposals. 

Certainly, such a requirement would make it so~ewhat more difficult for 

him to comply with Rule 14a-8, but, at best, it would simply inconvenience 

him by making him hold his single shares somewhat longer than he may have 

originally intended. Thus, not only would such a requirement not acc~~p-

1ish the purpose for which it was intended, but also it could have a harm

ful effect in that a person who had recently acquired a substantial invest

ment interest in a company would be prevented, solely because of his shott 

holding period, from submitting proposals to a company. 

IV 

Recommendation 

In summary, it is the Division's opinion that the infringements on 

the right of shareholders to submit proposals that would result from the 

adoption of the alternatives discussed in Item 4 outweigh the benefit that 

would result from them. Accordingly, the Division recommends that the 

situation presented by Mr. Shields be dealt with by adopting a rule 

limiting the number of proposals a shareholder may submit to one company, 

llnci by issuing a statement in a Release concerning the "good faith" re

quirement implicit in Rule l4a-8. 

Peter Romeo 
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Statistics Relating to Proposals by Rodney Shields 

The following information was obtained by canvaSSing the various companies 
to which Mr. Shields submitted proposals during the past proxy season. 

Mr. Shields submitted a total of 189 proposals to 29 companies. The 
number per company varied from one to ten •. A list of these companies 
and the number of proposals which each received from Mr. Shields is 
attached hereto. 

The disposition of the various proposals was as follows: 

148 - included in proxy material and voted upon by shareholders 
11 - included in proxy material but not voted upon because 

they were not presented for action at the meeting 
30 - omitted from proxy material pursuant to Rule 14a-8 

189 

The range of the vote received on the various proposals was as indicated 
below. In this regard, it sho~ld be noted that only one of his proposals 
was supported by a management, and that particular proposal received 
over 98 percent of the vote cast. 

Pc tge. No. of Propos a 1 s 
o - 3 93 
3 - 6 48 
6 - 10 5 
10 -- 2 

148 

With respect to the presentation of Mr. Shields' proposals at the various 
corporate meetings, the follmving information was obtained: 

Total 
Proposals 

5 
21 

107 
15 

148 

Presented Bv 
Shields (in pers~n) 
Proxy for Shields 
Management (voluntarily) 
Others not affiliated with 

either Shields or management 

No. of 
l-1eetin&.1?. 

1 
4 

19 
3 

At t\vO meetings, no one presetited the proposals (eight were involved) of 
Mr. Shields \"hich had been included in the proxy materials of the re
spective companies. Thus, the proposals were not voted upon in those 
instances. At the meeting of another company, a shareholder not affili
ated with either Mr. Shields or management presented only four of the 
seven proposals of Shields for action, with the result that the other 
three were not voted upon. 
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List of Companies W~ich Received Proposals 
From Rodney Shields 

Company 

American Smelting and Refining Company 
Anaconda Company 
Arizona Public Service Company 
Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc o 

Carolina Pm-ler & Light Company 
Chromal1oy American Corporat.1on 
Cudahy Company 
Delmarva Power & Light Company 
Del Eo Webb Corporation 
Dr. Pepper Company 
Eo 10 duPont deNemours & Company 
Duke Pmver Company 
Ethyl Corporation 
Hercules Inc. 
Holly Sugar Corporation 
Inspiration Consolidated Copper Company 
Kennecott Copper Corporation' 
Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Company 
Newmont Mining Corporation 
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Company 
Phelps Dodge Corporation 
Potomac Electric Power Company 
Ramada Inns, lnc o 

San Diego Gas & Electric Company 
Seaboard Coast Line Industries, lnc o 

Sperry Rand Corporation 
Tucson Gas & Electric Company 
Virginia Electric and Power Company 
Western Bancorporation 

Proposals 
Received 

8 
8 
6 
7 
7 
5 
7 
8 
6 
1 
9 
7 
6 
3 

.10 
7 
9 
8 
3 
9 
9 
5 
9 
5 
7 
6 
1 
5 
8 

189 
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Rodney B. Shields 
18711-3 Walkers Choice 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 
25 October 1971 

Road 
20760 

The Honorable William J. Casey, Chairman 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20549' 

Dear Mr. ·Chairman: 

I have read newspaper accounts of the speech 
a section of the American Bar Association in 
I.believe that I am the only person who buys 
issuers and submits multiple proposals while 
shareholder meetings. I am in the full-time 
government as an attorney. 

CHAIRMAN'S OFFJCI~ 
f::. r-c E- . \/ E' -) '\ c::. ':.1·"- J. 

OGT261971 

81"C 'V: I"vC~" C . ~ I, • LX. !....... 1.1, ,Ol\lr.r. 

which you delivered to 
New York on 21 October. 
one share of stock in 
being unable to attend 
employ of the federal 

You should~nderstand.the dimension of my one share investments7" 
They now aggregate in excess of $5,000. My one share of International 
Business Machines Corpora~ion alone cost $300.' In addition, in the 
area of real estate investment trusts where I will becoming active, 
I hold $62,000 in principal amount of convertible debentures. 

I urge the Commission not to take steps to silence advocates such 
as me. By submitting standardized proposals that respond flexibly 
to emerging developments such as \vage-price controls I I am able to 
bring the message of corporate democracy, full disclosure, and 
corporate responsibility to indeed a large number of issuers. 
Standardization of proposals using legal draftsmanship sharply 
reduces the burden on your Division of Corporation Finance when 
staff review i~ nec~ssary. 

You have been an advocate of full disclosure. I am able to use 
information disclosed by sUbmitting proposals that focus on potential 
conflicts of interest through management self-dealing. Focused before 
the shareholders of McDonald's Corporation next year will be a 
consulting contract for one honorary director who will receive $100,000 
per year for life. The attention of st6ckholders in Levitz Furniture 
Corporation will be drawn to the renting of officer-owned aircraft 
to the corporation. 

Among my minor accomplishments to date has been the discovery that 
most issuers ignore Item 22 of your Schedule l4A calling for 
disclosure of the vote necessary to adopt proposals. 

We have a new area of collective nctivity known as real estate 
investment trusts. I am moving heavily into this aren in the absence 
of public regulation of the trusts. The HEI'l's must avoid the abuses 
illflicted .upon mutual funds by their closely-controlled management 
compo-nics and share distributors. 

. ..... -.... ::~l~ .. : 
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The likelihood exists that an issuer will face inquiry frOm me only 
once in any three year period. Additionally, I feel that the total 
number of proponents who will become active will always be limited. 

Great uncertainty surrounds the question as to whether or not the 
flesh and blood of a proponent or his nonhostile proxy must attend 
the stockholder meeting at which his proposals are to be voted upon. 
Delaware law permits the taking of shareholder action without the 
actual convening of meetings (8 Del. C. 228). I know of only one 
issuer which has bylaws that expressly set forth detailed procedrires 
by which proposals are tobe'pr~sented for shareholder action. 

I submit that once management solicits my proxy and I return it to 
them executed, they undertake a duty to go through any motions 
deemed technically necessary to present my proposals for action. 
The real forum here is the proxy statement, not some small :t;:.9,om 
in Corporation Trust's' offices in Wilmington, Delaware. 

I presume that the Commission will hold public'hearings, invite 
comment, and submit a draft proposal prior to implementing any 
amendments to Rule 14a-8. And, naturally, you should not amend the 
rule until. new guidelines come forth ~rom the Supreme Court in 
Medical Committee for Human Rights. 

Please advise me when public hearings will be held and send me a 
copy of the speech which you delivered in New York on 21 October. 
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r:1E-i";!o miifrmGSijTI SEC~RITIES AND ~:XCHANGE COMMISSION 

(Ol/icc) I I I TO: ______ Room t~". '""!of. Doto 

(No/llo) 

1. 

2. 

3. _._-_._ .... __ ._-------------_._.----- ---- --- ----

1. -------,---

5. 
:-:==7=:::====---:=-:::'=-=-::=:::-",::;;;;: -=='::'=-."-=.='::'-' '=--==-~~ 

f 'r). Al'pr"VO~FiI" Signature ~lc".e"a·")' tioi. and 1 1'101" ""d ,. \.. f~: Action roh1ln POS$ on 

-- --- '-- -- -- -~- .... 
, r, ,;;':,,:;:;:=- ;::-;--- -~~-;;-r;';-·-7.;;TJ-;-o -- -Yo u~ 7<;-;;-;--- y-;;;;--
,~:' ___ -::. <onvor:.~ion ____ .. _-.::.. ___ ._=_~::~'l _ inf~rm-:on_~uncuf::~':_ 

Prc/",llfo Answor ()r 
rop )' :(,r acknowledge 
.. ipnalurr.1 of: .... _ .. _________ he-fore: __________ . _____ .. _ 

'===-":"-":;..::o:::~===::::.._=_===_-::;.=_- - ----"'::::.'="- ._ = 

SUBJECT: ;';emori1ndU:ll to the CornrnisGion dclted 1l./S171 _.----.-.---------_._------------------
Remarks: Attached lV2rcto are copies of si:1mple share~ 

holdc:;)." pr.oposals r;ubmitted by Hr. Rodne.y Shields 
duri'li; the past prox.y seasono These copies were 
ill£ld\'l~rtcntly omitted from the attacbments to this 
off ic" t s memorandum to the COlllmission dtl ted 
NOV8ll1bcr 5, 19710 

FROH; 

SEC-8 
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PROPOSAL NO. 1 --.. ----

RESOLVED, That the Sr:ockholdcrs of Del E. Hebb Corpot'ntion hereby request 
that the Board of Directors promptly take such steps os nrc r~quircd of 
the Board prior to sublllittins, for any furtht'!r stockholder action necessarys 
an omendl~lcnt to the Articles of tncorporation providing expressly that the 
name of this corporntion shall be WEBn CORPORATION. 

The company's present name is unwieldy. This proposal seeks to adopt 
formally the name used even by mctn~gement in cOTapany publications. 

\<Jhilc it is .3ppropri3 te to honor the company's [ounder,' it mus t not be 
forgotten that Webb Corporation is now publicly owned, and its purposes do 
not include tbo rnemorializiltion of anyone indivi.dual. Uebb exists to 
serve an international m~rkct) its success has depended and will increasingly 
depend on the efforts of I:lany persons other than the c.ompany's founder. 

By voting FOR this proponal, shareholders will bring the image of this 
company solidly into .the decade of the seventies. 


